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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to provide a basis for software quality model research, through a systematic study of papers. It identifies nearly seventy software quality research papers from journals and classifies papers as per research topic, estimation approach, study context and data set. The paper results combined with other knowledge provide support for recommendations in future software quality model research, to increase the area of search for relevant studies, carefully select the papers within a set of journals, and conduct more studies on methods used by software industry and researchers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Quality comprises all characteristics and significant features of a product or an activity which relate to the satisfying of given requirements. The totality of features and characteristics of a software product that bear on its ability to satisfy given needs: for example a) Conform to specifications b) The degree to which software possesses a desired combination of attributes c) The degree to which a customer or user perceives that software meets his or her composite expectations (customer satisfaction) d) The composite characteristics of software that determine the degree to which the software in use will meet the expectations of the customer.

Broadly Quality means quality of product, service, information, processes, people, and system. It means translating future needs of the user into measurable characteristics. Quality can be those product features which meet the need of customers and thereby provide product satisfaction. It is the freedom from deficiencies. It is fitness to use. Poor quality of the software product in sensitive systems may lead to loss of human life, permanent injury, mission failure, or financial loss. So the quality of the project should be maintained at appropriate levels. There quality models are proposed to improve, built, predict quality of a software product. They decrease the cost of quality. They are the tools for focusing software development efforts. They are used to identify program modules that are likely to be defective. They help in using the resources effectively. Researchers target only those module (their quality will be tested) which are defective and hence resource utilization is very cost effective. Quality model are trained with data. The trained model is applied to modules to estimate their quality.

It is rightly said “What is not measurable make measurable” – Galileo. “You can’t control what you can’t measure.” – DeMarco. Software metrics are measures related to software. They are indicators of process and products and are useful in case of software quality assurance. They alone are often inadequate or ineffective in evaluating software quality. Question arise how do we measure intangible aspect such as “design”? What metric values will indicate “good design”? Quality models come to rescue which is bridge between metrics and characteristics of software.
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The goal of the paper is to introduce practitioner, novice with variety of quality models, related topic, estimation methods, technique, approach, methodology, direct and support future quality estimation research. We base our analysis on systematic search of journal and conference paper. None of the researcher earlier has done with related to above topic. We classify the software quality (estimating quality on basis of software quality models) with respect to following research topic, estimation approach, study context and data set.

There were interesting issues to analyze; we posed some research question described in Table 1. The underline motivation for all questions was our goal of investigation and improvement of software quality research. These questions guided the design of the review process. The contribution of this paper is that it will (a) improve the research domain of software quality models (b) help researchers in selecting papers (c) serve as tool for selecting paper within the set of journals (d) contributes towards listing all method, technique, approach within this domain (e) bridge gap between present and future work on software quality models (f) classifies all type of paper into category listed in Appendix B. (g) influence in improving quality and production (h) save time, effort & reduce cost (i) help in achieving the objectives of a software quality assurance initiatives.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows section 2 describes Literature review, section 3 describe study process i.e. how the papers were classified section 4 reports the study results, section summarized the main recommendation for future research on software quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Question</th>
<th>Main Motivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Which and how many journals include Most paper on Software Quality?</td>
<td>Will help researcher with list of journals etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Which are the Most Investigated Topic on Software Quality?</td>
<td>Will help to Identify trends, limitation &amp; opportunity of Software Quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) What are the Most Investigated Methods, Techniques?</td>
<td>Will help to Identify trends, limitation &amp; opportunity of Software Quality Methods, Techniques.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) What are the most Research Approaches?</td>
<td>Will help to Identify trends, limitation &amp; opportunity of Research Approach.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Garvin describes quality from five different perspectives: transcendental view, user view, manufacturers view, product view and value based view. Quality must be monitored from the early phases such as analysis, design, implementation and maintenance phases. There are many models given. Some of the standard models are listed here:

McCall’s et al model (1979) is one of the earliest model related to productivity gave emphasis on Triangle of Quality. McCall’s quality model [60] addresses three perspectives: (i) Product operation (ii) Product revision (iii) Product transition. The model covers characteristics of quality which are efficiency, integrity, reliability, usability, accuracy, maintainability, testability, flexibility, interface, re-usability, transferability, interoperability.
Boehm Quality Models (1976, 1978). This model attempts to qualitatively define the quality of software by a predefined set of attributes and metrics. He classified [54] General utility into As is utility, maintainability, portability which in turn were classified into characteristics like device independence, self-contentedness, Accuracy, Completeness, Integrity, Consistency, Device efficiency, Accessibility, communication, Self Descriptiveness, Structuredness, Conciseness, Legibility, Augment ability.

FURPS - The characteristics that are taken into consideration in FURPS model which are Functionality (include feature sets, capabilities and security), Usability (human factors, aesthetics, consistency in the user interface, online and context-sensitive help, wizards and agents, user documentation, and training materials). Reliability (frequency, severity of failure, recoverability, predictability, accuracy, mean time between failure), Performance (speed, efficiency, availability, accuracy, throughput, response time, recovery time, and resource usage), Supportability (testability, extensibility, adaptability, maintainability, compatibility, configurability, serviceability, installability, Localizability)

Dromey’s Quality Model [61] proposes a framework to evaluate requirement determination, design and implementation phases. The framework consists of three models, i.e. Requirement quality model, Design quality model and Implementation quality model. The high-level product properties for the implementation quality model include (i) Correctness measures (ii) Internal measures (iii) Contextual measures (iv) Descriptive measures. Dromey includes high level quality attributes: functionality, reliability, efficiency, usability, maintainability, portability, reusability and process maturity.

ISO 9000 - It provides guidelines for quality assurance. ISO 9001: 2000 [57] structured gives the requirement to develop a quality management system. The standard has eight clauses related to scope, references, terms & definition, Requirement (documents, quality manual, control of documents, control of records), management responsibility (commitment, customer focus, quality policy, planning, management review, responsibility authority and communication), resource management, product realisation, measurement & analysis & improvement)

ISO 9126 [59] – ISO 9126 is an international standard for the evaluation of software. The standard is divided into four parts which addresses, the following subjects: quality model; external metrics; internal metrics; and quality in use metrics. The ISO 9126-1 software quality model identifies 6 main quality characteristics, namely: Functionality (Suitability, Accurateness. Interoperability, Compliance, Security), Reliability (Maturity, Fault tolerance, Recoverability, Understandability), Usability (Learnability, Operability), Efficiency (Time behaviour, Resource behaviour, Analysability), Maintainability (Changeability, Stability, Testability, Adaptability) Portability (Installability, Conformance, Replaceability).

CMM [53] – It provides guidelines for conduction audits, testing activities and for process improvement. The approach classifies the maturity of an organisation into 5 levels. They are Initial (chaos), Repeatable (process management), defined (institutionalized), Managed (quantified), Optimizing (process improvement).

Georgiadou (GEQUAMO) [55] – developed a customizable model which enables any stakeholder to construct their own model depending on their requirements. Georgiadou and Saika added two new characteristics extendibility and security.

3. PROCESS

The main criteria for including journal, conference paper and other paper are the papers describing research on Software Quality and models. Papers were searched based on manual reading of titles and abstracts of all published paper in journals written in English. These journals were identified through reading reference lists of quality papers, searching on internet. In spite of many identified journals, it is possible that we have missed some of the journals,
having papers on quality. Some of the papers were read number of times to categorize them. In total we have identified nearly 70 relevant papers found in different journals which are listed in the last.

Papers were identified and classified according to the property and categories listed in the Table 2. Classification aims at answering the Research Question listed in Table 1. It is a general purpose classification of Software Quality based on described criteria listed in Table 2. It is likely that some of the papers may have been incorrectly classified. This will be refined and improved in future by including maximum number of research papers.

The reason for analysing was that it gave a visual picture of software quality prediction research. It may also serve as a basis for deeper investigation of findings. We have included paper of scientifically high quality. Our research is specifically based on software quality models. It is quite possible that we have not included software industry experiences.

4. RESULT

4.1. Which and how many journals include most paper on Software Quality?

We found papers on software quality in many journals which are listed in the Appendix A. Most important journals which have listing of software quality papers are IEEE Transaction on Software Engineering, IEEE Transaction on Software, Software Quality Journals, and IEEE Handbook of Software Reliability Engineering.

Table 2. Summary for classification of Software Quality Model based on property

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research Topic</td>
<td>Proposing a model (estimating quality, defects) i.e Probabilistic model,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Composite Model, Prediction of Quality (OOS), Estimation of quality,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality Classification, Composition and Decomposition of Quality,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Investigation, Forecasting &amp; Monitoring of Quality, Improving, Evaluation,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment, Optimizing, Quality Modelling, Novel Method, Empirical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Investigation, Filtering Quality attributes, Quality model based on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>factors, Other Topics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach / Technique / Algorithm / Methodologies</td>
<td>Regression Tree (Regression Technique), Poisson Regression (PRM), Zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP), Case Based Reasoning, Analogy, Decision Tree, Data Sampling, Boosting, Simulation, Neural network, Genetic Algorithm, Bayesian Network, Principal Component Analysis, Adaptive Boosting, Data Mining Techniques, Combination of Techniques, Statistical Method, Fuzzy Logic, SLIM (Software Life cycle management Method), Combination of estimates, Rule Based Induction (RI), Function Points, Rules based, CART (Classification and Regression Tree algorithm), Product based, Process based, Metrics Based, Clustering, Classification Tree Disc Algorithm, Dependency Graph and Analogy Based Reasoning, Rule Induction Models And Others.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2. Which is the most Investigated topic on Software Quality?

Some topic has been identified by reading the abstract and reference list of paper which are listed in Table 2. Most investigated topic on software quality are like Proposing a Quality model based on Process [50], Product, Metrics[8], Defects[16]; Prediction or Estimation of quality; Proposing a Quality model for classification of modules [48]; Proposing a model for modelling Software Quality[22].

4.3. What are the most Investigated methods or Techniques or Methodologies in Software Quality?

The popularity of type of research was found to be highest during particular period of span. The diversity of new topic, technique are increasing with time i.e. Genetic Algorithm[47], [42], [14],[20], [18], Neural Network [29], Tree Decision [38] [45], Fuzzy logic[10], Classification and Regression Tree[52],[7] .There are also method and techniques used in prediction [28], [24], of software defects. We have included both conference paper and journal paper while listing methods, techniques etc. Recently used some of the methods and techniques are listed in Table 2.

4.4. What are the Research Approaches applied?

There are different approaches used by different researcher which are listed in Table 2. Some of the most often used research approaches are Case Study & Experiment Designing

5. CONCLUSION

Researcher has predicted quality by proposing models using different approach, methodology, algorithm, techniques. They have evaluated model through case study, experiment, experts, opinions and survey. Data set is used in case of experiment designing. Based on 300 papers on software quality, we selected nearly seventy research papers related to software quality models and categorised them into eight research areas listed in Appendix B. All categories directly and indirectly speak of predicting quality using models, methods, technique, approaches. Therefore the area of search should be increased. The searching of paper manually is difficult. But searching it on internet becomes quite easy. Wide area of search and increase in number of research paper will increase the positively of result.
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Appendix A: List of Journal Name

- IEEE Transaction on Software Engineering
- Annals of Software Engineering
- IEEE Transaction on Software
- IEEE Transaction on Reliability
- IEEE Handbook of Software Reliability Engineering
- ACM Tran. On Software Engineering and Methodology
- IEEE standards for Software Review and Audit
- IEEE Transaction on Systems, Man and Cybernetics,
- International Journal Of computer Science and Security
- Information and Software Technology
- International Journals on Forecasting
- Information and Software Technology
- Journal on system Software.
- Journal on software maintenance.
- Journal of Systems and Software.
- Journal on Artificial Intelligence.
- Journal on Machine Learning.
- J. Operation Research Society.
- Software Quality Journals

Appendix B: Classification Aspects

**Research Topic**

- Proposing a Software Quality model based on Defects
- Prediction / Estimation/ Investigation / Evaluation / Optimizing/ Assessment of Quality model
- Proposing a model for Quality Classification
- Proposing a model for Predicting software defect
- Proposing a model for Modelling software quality
- Composition and Decomposition of Quality, Filtering Quality attributes.

**Estimation Approach**

- Tree Decision
- Genetic Algorithm
- Neural Network
- Fuzzy logic
- Classification and Regression Tree
- Sampling & Boosting [9]
- Metrics, Process & Product Based [41], [23], [2]
Research Approach.

- Case Study
- Experiment Designing

Study Context

- Data Sets
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